
2:5 Rich in Faith 

CHOOSING THE POOR. 

AUGUSTINE: It is by choosing the poor that God makes them rich in faith, just as he makes them heirs of 

the kingdom. It is rightly said that he chose this faith in them, since it was in order to bring it about that 

he chose them. ON THE PREDESTINATION OF THE SAINTS 17 (34).9 

COMFORTING THE DISPLACED POOR. 

HILARY OF ARLES: Some people say that this is meant to be a comfort to the poor who have been thrown 

out of the houses of the rich or who dwell in inferior accommodations. Even if they are poor in material 

things, they may be rich in faith. INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.11 

THE ENERGIES OF THE POOR. 

OECUMENIUS: When poor people are not preoccupied with the things of the world, when they come to 

faith, they often become more energetic and more determined to work at it than rich people do. 

COMMENTARY ON JAMES.12 

 

2:6 The Rich Are Oppressors 

THE GREEDY ARE POOREST OF ALL. 

CHRYSOSTOM: Bear their greed as patiently as you can! Those people destroy themselves, not you. For 

while they rob you of your money, they strip themselves of God’s favor and help. For the one who bases 

his life on greed and gathers all the wealth of the world around him is in fact the poorest of all. CATENA.13 

 

2:7 The Rich Blaspheme Christ 

THEY BLASPHEME. 

HILARY OF ARLES: This is the name of the God of Israel, which was invoked on your behalf in Egypt, as well 

as in your baptism. INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.16 

 



2:8 Love Your Neighbor as Yourself 

LITERAL, SPIRITUAL AND CONTEMPLATIVE DIMENSIONS INTERTWINED. 

HILARY OF ARLES: “Love your neighbor” means three different things. The first is corporal, that is, the 

literal sense of the words. The second is spiritual, according to which we love those close to us even though 

we may be absent from them. The third is contemplative, by which love itself is beheld. But we have to 

understand that one leads to another. The corporal inspires us to go on to the spiritual, and that in turn 

lifts us up to the contemplative. The spiritual may sometimes regress to the merely corporal, but the 

contemplative never fails us. The corporal and spiritual forms of love are common to human beings and 

have analogies in animals, but the contemplative is reserved for humans alone. INTRODUCTORY 

TRACTATE ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.17 

AS TOWARD A CHILD OF GOD. 

ANDREAS: Just as you want to be treated justly and properly by your neighbor, so you must behave toward 

him as you would towards your kinsman and child of God. What our Savior said about this is absolutely 

right: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. For this is the law and the prophets.” 18 

CATENA.19 

  

2:9 Discrimination Is Sin 

SHOW NO PARTIALITY. 

HILARY OF ARLES: It is a sin to show any class distinction among persons, for the law says: “You shall not 

be partial in judgment, you shall hear the small and the great alike.” 20 Jesus confirmed this when he said: 

“Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right judgment.” 21 INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE ON THE 

LETTER OF JAMES. 22 

 

 

 

 



2:10 Breaking the Law 

GUILTY BEFORE THE LAWGIVER. 

AUGUSTINE: Is it possible that the person who has discriminated between rich and poor is guilty of 

murder, adultery and sacrilege? That does indeed seem to be the conclusion which James is drawing. Such 

a man is guilty of every crime, because by offending in one point he has become guilty of them all. LETTERS 

167.3.23 

LOVE IS THE SUM OF THE LAW. 

ANDREAS: To fail in one point is to lack perfect love, for this is the source of all good deeds. If something 

in the head is not right, the rest of the body suffers as a result. The entire purpose and plan of God is 

designed to lead to perfect love. That is the meaning of the commandments such as “Do not commit 

adultery,” “Do not kill” and so on. CATENA.26 

 

2:11 Adultery and Murder 

EXTREME EXAMPLES. 

HILARY OF ARLES: Why does James choose these two commandments as his examples? Because they are 

the ones which deal most closely with loving and with hating one’s neighbors. INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE 

ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.27 

MURDER AND ADULTERY SHOW HATE. 

OECUMENIUS: James added these commandments in order to give examples of what he was talking 

about, which was love. For someone who loves his neighbors as he ought to will neither commit adultery 

with them nor kill them. When these things are done, they indicate contempt for the neighbor. 

COMMENTARY ON JAMES.28 

 

 

 



2:12 Judged by the Law of Liberty 

EVERYONE FREE AND EQUAL. 

HILARY OF ARLES: By the New Testament law everyone is born again, free and equal with one another. 

INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.29 

NO FAVORITISM. 

OECUMENIUS: The law of liberty is the one which does not recognize classes of persons. This is the law of 

Christ. Whoever shows favoritism is not free but a slave, for “A man is a slave to the one by whom he has 

been overcome.” 30 COMMENTARY ON JAMES.31 

 

2:13 Mercy Triumphs Over Judgment 

THE ART OF SHOWING MERCY. 

CHRYSOSTOM: Mercy is the highest art and the shield of those who practice it. It is the friend of God, 

standing always next to him and freely blessing whatever he wishes. It must not be despised by us. For in 

its purity it grants great liberty to those who respond to it in kind. It must be shown to those who have 

quarreled with us, as well as to those who have sinned against us, so great is its power. It breaks chains, 

dispels darkness, extinguishes fire, kills the worm and takes away the gnashing of teeth. 32 By it the gates 

of heaven open with the greatest of ease. In short, mercy is a queen which makes men like God. CATENA.33 

ONE WHO HAS SHOWN NO MERCY. 

AUGUSTINE: He who judges without mercy will be judged without mercy. And in this sense only is the 

“same measure” to be understood, that the mercy which he did not show will not be shown to him, and 

that the judgment which he makes will be eternal, even though the thing judged cannot be eternal. LETTER 

102.4.34 

AN OIL OF ESCAPE. 

HESYCHIUS (Editor Comment: The source here means HESYCHIUS of Jerusalim): Just as oil enables athletes 

to escape the hands of their opponents, so mercy prepares those who practice it to avoid and escape the 

demons. CATENA.35 



YOUR JUDGMENT AND GOD’S. 

HILARY OF ARLES: If you are merciful and lenient to the poor in your judgment, you will have nothing to 

fear from the judgment of God. INTRODUCTORY TRACTATE ON THE LETTER OF JAMES.37 

FORGIVING AS WE ARE FORGIVEN. 

OECUMENIUS: If we forgive others the sins which they have committed against us and give alms to the 

poor and needy among us, then God’s mercy will deliver us from judgment. But if, on the other hand, we 

are not well-disposed toward those around us, we shall receive the condemnation handed out to the 

wicked servant, along with the retribution which is mentioned in the Lord’s Prayer. For there we ask God 

to forgive us as we forgive those who have sinned against us, 38 but if we do not forgive them, we shall 

not be forgiven either. COMMENTARY ON JAMES.39 


